Pareen Vora
It was a long journey from application to admission. It all started with our first meeting, and we
discussed about my past and how can we plan for the future. I was a bit nervous after two
former US Visa rejects. I also felt a bit worried and felt a bit hesitant that how will you help us as
you would be in some other country other than India.
But after understanding things from you, then was the moment where I felt that Germany is my
destination of study and ECS can help realize my dream so I joined ECS with a faith that may
be my dream, of studying in a reputed university, will come true.
It began with an in depth analysis of what I studied in the past, where I am working at present
and what type of specialization I would like to pursue for my Master's.
All the steps were divided in to Phases, from 1 to 6 and all the phases were explained in detail
and with specific information.
The list of universities was provided with a great amount of details which helped us to choose
the right and the perfect one for my masters. The details included deadlines, fees, scholarships,
links and the course structure.
All the doubts were cleared with their explanations and great care was taken while filling the
application forms, CV and SOP which were checked thoroughly and mistakes were explained,
so that we can correct those mistakes and create a sheet of balanced information required for
the application. All the documents which had to be sent to the university for the application were
properly checked and only then was I asked to fwd the application to the university.
After applying to all the selected universities came the part where I cleared the LMU Munich
Fachtest - entrance test and I was asked to give an personal interview as a part of admission
process. When I informed this to ECS, immediately all the useful and valuable information was
sent to me which would help me clear the interview, which I cleared successfully and then finally
the day arrived when I got my admit letter and was overjoyed and my mom and dad were very
happy for me as my dream came true.
But there was one more important step left which was to successfully clear the Visa Interview. I
cleared this important step with the help of ECS. They provided me all the list of documents
required for the Visa which was checked thoroughly. Mock interview was taken where all the
possible questions were discussed with their perfect answers. ECS made my documentation so
perfect that my interview went very smooth and lasted only for 15-20 minutes. Never during the
interview I felt that I do not know this answer or I am confused or scared or nervous. I was so
confident that I know I will clear my Visa Interview very easily. I got my Visa only in 16 days
which was a huge achievement as it takes approximately 4-10 weeks to get a visa.
After the Visa there was an intercultural session conducted where we were explained the
etiquettes that we need to follow when we visit a foreign country.
So, ECS Team and Ms Dedhia was always there for me; inspite that she was in a different
country. Actually it helped because she brought the best professionalism at use for my
academic case for Masters in the best University – LMU Munich.

Finally I made it to the Deutschland. ECS helped me in every step of the same and guided me
to the right path where I can achieve my dream and pursue my Masters degree in my dream
University.
Thank you for all the help and support coz without it I won't be living my dream.
The connection between me and ECS is for a lifetime.
Regards,
Pareen Vora

